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Reviewed by William Raventos

A Layman's Comparison
Thi s is a cursory compari son , nol intended to be complete,
and my personal prefe rences are re nected. We all seek the best,
most useful product for our own needs. Rarely will one product in
a competiti ve marketplace offe r all the best choices: the best loo k
and fee l and the most versatility. It appears in th is case that suc h a
ru le holds true .
11 is not in tended th at thi s comparison be used for an ything

other than personal interest. The pote ntial purchaser of e ithe r of
these products should use his o r her own judgme nt. At most, thi s
compari son should be used as a startin g point to ex.pla Te both
products, confirming (or refuting) the observations and co nc lusio ns drawn he re.
That stated, 1 have considerable experience with soft ware of all
types and te nd to look at things from the "power user" point o f
view. Casual users may have different opini ons, but anyone who is
serious about e mpl oy ing e ither of these tools for study. background material in talks, or ge neral "exploring" of texts will want
a product that makes navigat ion and data retrieval easy and is
pleasant to use. A product that can. through its look and fee l, actuall y make a contributio n to the study process is very des irable.
I installed both of these products o n two computers, ne ither o f
whic h is a state-of-the-art "sc reame r" by any stretch. One is a
clone PC, Pentium 166 MHz with 32MB of RAM and a good
video card . The other is a Dell note book , Pentium 133 MHz, with
32MB of RAM.'
Gospe U nk is not currently available for the Maci ntosh: In fobases is.
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The Infobases products have been in the marketplace for several years, whereas the Deseret Book product is "first edition
new."2 This would imply that Infobases has had several years to
learn and improve while Deseret Book is making its first offering.
Of course, it might also be said that Deseret Book has the advantage of being able to look at the evolution of Infobases products
and benefit from its competitor's learning curve. In any event. it is
impossible to look at one product without making comparisons to
the other, and that is the intent of this review.

Installation
1 found installing Infobases Collector's Library (lBeL) easier
and shorter than Deseret Book's GospeLinkTM (DBGL). Deseret
Book has a very nice install utility, but there are yet a few kinks to
work out. For ex.ample, when installing the "bonus quotes" sec
tion of DBGL. you are given the chance to specify a location, but
the install wizard ignores that and uses its own specifications.
I installed both IBCL and DBGL on my second hard drive
because of available space restrictions. IBeL had no problem. The
OBGL program, as stated. was uncertain what to do with the bonus
tide install. As a result, 1 had to move the six files in the bonus
install manually to the same drive and folder as the main install.
Doing so overwrites the INSTALL.LOG in the main directory and
has the potential of causing other problems down the road. The
only other option might be to edit the Registry so OBGL will
know where to look for the bonus quotes application. However,
the LOS Quotation Library application is worth the effort of over
coming that glitch.
Bottom line: IBCL is easier to install and takes less than half
the time it takes to install DBGL. However, DBGL's install utility
is a little more versatile and friendly .
v

v

Size (Disk Space Taken)
There is no contest here. IBeL takes up considerably less
space. While both products end up putting some additional files in
2
Although Deserel Book did have an earlier ProdUCI. Book of Mormon
Reference Ubrary.
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the Windows directories (from 5 to 10MB), DBGL in its most
"fru ga l" installation mode added around 100MB on one computer, while only around 80MB on the other. I am unable at this
time to explain why it took so much more space on one com puter
than the other. Compare this to the about 47MB for IBeL on both
machines. D8Gl does install the scriptures on your hard drive,
however, which makes it poss ible for you to study and search the
scriptures alone without the CD .
You could argue that hard drive space is cheap these days, and
you would be ri ght. But this is a product focused at the "ave rage
user," one would hope, and an ex tra 100MB might be hard to
come by.
Many large applications (word processors, spreadsheet programs, even games) offer the option of minimum installations o n
the hard drive, and data access from the CD at the sacrifice of a
litt le speed. This is an opti on both of these companies might want
to consider, especiall y DBGL.
Bottom line: DBGL is the bigger space hog.

Content
It is not the intent of this compari son to look in detail at the
content of either package. Suffice it to say that they both offer
some things un ique to the indi vidual applications. [ personally
think it is "pu re marketing" to compare the number of titles
available in each. This can lead to "how-you-count " kinds of
games. And it also can lead to the inclusion of various things that
are there for no reason other than to help infla te the title counl.
Both products have much of what you wou ld expect as basic,
and both products have a lot to offer in the titles that are unique to
each. As wou ld be expected, Deseret Book has some exclusive
titles, and Infobases has some lilies exclus ive to Bookcraft. Of
course, almost all the public domain sources are included in both.
Wouldn't it be great to have one engine that wou ld read both in a
user-friendly way?
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Bottom line: Both DBGL and IBeL have very impressive lists
of almost all the public domain titles in common. Each has several
unique titles. 3

Look and Feel
From my way of looking at it, the DB product comes out a little better here. The graphic look is cleaner and not as visually
dark as the rB product. In later releases of IBeL it is possible to
remove the background "textures" from the screen (before that
happened I would not even have run it). Also, the later releases of
IBeL allow much better viewi ng by selecting predefi ned window
sizes that either remove or deemphasize some of the less important
windows so you can actually read text. I think that represents an
effort on 18's part to meet some customer requests (demands?).
DB has gone one better by not only offering some predefined
window and view ing templates, but also giving you Ihe option to
resize the windows 10 suit particular needs. Very nice. And. as I
said. the look and feel is not as "da rk " as the IB product, which
makes for a friendlier feeL

Graphics
While both packages wou ld prefer you to use 16- or 32-bit
color (high color or "true" color), DB's product almost requires
it. The 18 product in 256 co lors is just flOe. However, when
view ing DBGL with 256 colors. you can even miss some buttons
and other controls; they seem to come and go depending o n
where your mouse is or what you are doing. My Dell notebook
(Latitude LM) is only a year old, but it does not allow more than

3
Recently, the church negotiated a purchase of Bookcraft (and consequently lnfobases), so now all of the resources and products of both Bookcraft
and Deseret Book will be coordinated and administered by the same group. That
could be a very positive move, if done properly and with care, and it will be
interesting to see how things work out. Sources have told me that the GospeLink
and lnfobases products will somehow be "joined," and there will in the future be a
single, consolidated product. When this will happen. how it will happen. and
what the new product will look like is anyone's guess. I'm sure we will all await
the new product with anticipation and curiosity.
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256 co lors when in 600 x 800 resolution, so I am stuck with poor
graphics with DBGL.
Bottom line: The DB product has lighter, fri endlier graphi cs
and is easier to look at, but penalizes you if you are using 256
colors (t hey do not mislead you on the colors though; they tell
you that 16·bit color is needed).

Speed
No contest here. Though speed is re lative and a faster Pentium
with more RAM might make both products run quicker. DBGL is
definitely at a bit of a disadvantage in the speed department. It is
slower (app lication opening time. go in g fro m screen to screen,
searchin g. and so forth). Even with my fastest machine (admittedly not a speedy one by today's standards), the DB product
drags along at screen change and search speeds slow enough to be
a little frustrating.
One would think that the relative speeds of the two products
ought to be closer. They both use the same Folio engine. And one
might even argue that the DB product should be faster, since il
puts more "stuff' on your hard drive. But that is clearly not the
case.
I thoughI I might be doing something wrong. so I call ed DB's
technical support. When I exp lained that DSGL was quite a bit
slower, the you ng man I spoke with ack nowledged that 10 be the
case.
As an example, DB takes 56 seconds to open Ihe main screen
fully fro m clicking on the start icon and 17 second s to complete a
simple search on 3 words (fiends, infernal, pit). IB takes 12 seconds to open full y and 3 seconds 10 do an advanced search on the
same words.
Bottom line: IS 's product is much faster, especiall y at moderate computer processor speeds. Note: DB's technical support
people assured me that improving the basic speed of the product
is otle of their lOp priorities.

GUJ (Graphical User Interrace)
This category can sp ill over into "took and feel." bUI my take
on GUI is that it is more feel than look, while look and feel is, well,
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more look than feel. In the GUI department DB is the winner for
me. The layout of the screen is more functional and intuitive, and
the choices at any given point in the program are more obvious.
For a first-time user, I think the DB product would be eas ier to
learn and offer more fl ex ibility. For the experie nced user it is still
a little easier 10 navigate. That is a big plus.
Bottom line: Graphical user interface on the DBGL is beUer.

Searching
For many people, searching will be the heart of their use of
either program . In genera l, IBe L wins.
IB offers two search levels, simple and advanced. Both levels
are effected within the meL program. DB offers only one level of
search within its program. The IB simple search is just that:
simple. But the advanced leve l is quite powerful and sti ll very easy
to use. DB's single search function is considerabl y more powerful
than IB 's simple search but has glaring omissions when compared
to IB's advanced search.
DBGL has an advanced search function (available from a
right*click pop*up menu), but this function jumps to a Folio win*
dow and is not at all si mple to use (you need to learn at least a few
search terms), is not as versatile for defining the search area (you
cannot use search sets), and is not intuiti ve. It is, however, fast.
Both products offer their versions of search sets, and they both
work quite well. I think DB's predefined search sets are better (o r
at least there are more of them). DB 's search set manager is easier
to use . The one major weakness in DB's search sets is that you
cannot include (or exclude) the various parts of the sc riptures in
your search sets. It seems odd that you cannot select, for example,
just the New Testament for a custom search set. Their technical
support people tell me that they are working to include this in a
future update.
But DB's simple search (the one that most people will use) has
two main disadvantages. The searching is slower. But more
important, the simple searc h (again , what most are go ing to use)
leaves out one important e lement (I called DB's technical support
people in the hopes that I had somehow missed this element, but I
had not). It is thi s: When defining a search by entering words,
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DBGL does not let you see the number of " hit s." That is a big
negative, and since both products are using essentially the same
Folio engine, this lack of "hits information" has to be an omission on DB 's part .
What I mean by not s howing you the hits is this: Say you want
to find the original quotation in Parley P. Pratt's bi ography where
he recounts Joseph 's experience in the jail at Richmond, Missouri.
when he rebukes the guards and call s them "fiends of the infernal
pit." With both products, I se lect a search of the en tire database
and type in "fiends. "The IBC L product then informs me that I
have 143 hits, or, there are 143 references where "fie nds" appears. Then, fo ll owin g "fiends," I will type in " infe rnal. " Again,
!BeL tell s me I now have 30 hits. In other words, the co mbinati o n
of "Fie nds" and " infernal" occurring within a few words of eac h
other appears in the ent ire database only 30 times. With the IB
product I can te ll that I am narrowing the search. With the DB
product, which is not showin g me hits as t type, I have no idea
whether o r by how much I am narrow ing the search. Finally, I will
type in "p i!. " !Be L now tells me I have on ly 25 hits. I will execute the search by c lickin g on the "Searc h" button, and the first
instance of this hit is shown on-screen almost as soon as my fin ger
comes off the mouse bulton. Executing th e searc h on DBGL just
starts the searc h. I now have to wait (and watch a little window pop
up that says "searchin g") for a lengthy sea rc h to be made before
the actual text window comes up with the first hit. It is on ly then
that r see how many hits occu rred and which hit I am viewing.
While the DB produci does s how me a window with a line list ing
of the hits, I have to wait a lo ng time to see ii, and I do not e nj oy
the advantage of having the statistics available to narrow
my search . T o anyone who uses the search too ls, this is a large
disadvantage.
18 also offers one more "q ualify ing field," but in practice
being ab le to enter words that must not be in the search is nOl a
feature that I ofte n use .
One th ing I wish IB wou ld do is all ow you 10 conduct a search,
find your results, then go back to the search wi ndow and pick up
whe re you left o fr. You cannot do this with lB . With DB's advanced search (again . Ihey toggle over to Folio for this), you have
a hit counte r and the ability to recall eas il y what your last several
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searches were, but the search itself is harder to use and not as versatile in that you cannot apply a search set (as you can in IB ),
DB's simple search also allows you to recall the parameters o f
several of the most recent searches-a very powerful tool.
One search feature that is not very well documented in DBGL
can help speed up and refine searc hing. Using DB's very speedy
"advanced search" (this is the Folio search, not integrated into
the actual DBGL searching), you cannot use search sets but yo u
can narrow down your searchin g in a diffe rent way. After selecting which window you want to search (e.g., scriptures, General
Authorities, other LDS authors), maximize the size of that window .
Thi s process opens up a "t ree" window that allows you to see a
complete list of authors and titles for that section . By clicking o n
various authors or lilies and then select ing "checked branc hes" in
the advanced searc h, you can apply a search-w ith hit counter- to
on ly those authors and titles you have se lected. That is not as
good as a predefined or user-defined search set, but it is
something!
Bottom line: IB has an advanced search functi on as a part of
their application (DB has only one level of search as part of
Iheirs). lB's easy-Io-use advanced search provides a hit cou nter
and is very powerful. Going to DB's advanced search takes you to
Folio; the Folio advanced search is very fast and has a hit counter,
but is not as versatile and is somewhat less user-friendly. DB's
simple search, though slow, allows you to recall your several most
recent sets of search parameters and offers search selections that
make it powerful.

Two Windows On-Screen, Different Items in Each
If you want to put up two different things at the same time on
your screen, DBGL wins the prize. IBCL has some of this function
available, but DBGL really makes creative use of it. With DBGL
you can put either the KJV or the )ST up in one window, and any
other book or study material in the second window. That is a very
powerful study tool. You can read any book and have the scriptures up alongside at the same time. Moreover, you can click an ywhere in the scriptures you are reading and see cross-references to
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those scriptures in another window (both products do this, but I
think the DB product does it better).
One powerful tool the DBGL provides is the ability to put the
KJV on one side of the screen and the JST on the other and th en
"sync hronize" them so that as you scroll in the one version, the
other moves with it. You can do some interesting studying and
comparing in that way. Very impressive.
Bottom line: For comparati ve view ing, especially between the
KJV and the JST, DBGl is the choice.

Composing with a Word Processor
Each product has its own set of advantages in this area. Each
product allows you to manipulate selected text . But with IBCL yo u
can choose which word processor you prefer (and it must be in ~
stalled as a separate appli cation on your PC) and have that auto~
matically open when you want to bring text over for printing o r
writing. With DBGL you can select tex t and bring it to your own
word processor, but not automatically. However, DBGL has a
fairly useful word processor ("compose r") built in, so if you do
not have a favorite word processor you do not have to leave the
program to write your talk or print your text. DBGL also provides
a " prep rim" funct ion that allows you to gather all your selected
sections and quotations in one place and then easily rearrange the
order and content before sending them to the print program or to
your own personal word processor.
Bottom line: Both products offer good ways 10 write and print.
DB's fun ct ion is easy and versatile ; lB 's has more flexibility wilh
regard to external word-processing applications.

Features
In three feature areas, I th ink DBGl clearly offers the better
choice.
I. DBGL offers twelve "hig hli ghters," IBCL offers six. With
the ability to hi ghli ght text (much like ligh t underlining or highli ghting text in your scri ptures or other books), you can create
more categories of high li ghted text in the stand ard package with
DB's product. For th ose who highlight, this could have been a big
advantage with DB, but apparently the designers did not comp lete
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the function very well. DBGL does not allow you to name [he
highlighters. If you want to try to remember what 12 colors each
mean in your highlighting system, have at it. The simple ability to
rename a highlighter from "yellow" to Basics, My Favorites. or
Repentance would complete this feature and make it a real advantage. (DB says that will be one of the first things provided in

an update.)
2. DBGL's Explorer is marvelous. As a study tool, or just for
light reading on a subject, the GL Explorer allows you to cover a
lot of ground very efficiently and quickly. It is a great tool.
3. DBGL's "Virtual Encyclopedia" is another powerful tool,
with a broader view (pulling more reference material into play)
than IB's presentation of the Encyclopedia of Mormonism. The
Virtual Encyclopedia helps you learn about one subject or topic
very quickly.
Bottom line : DBal probab ly gives you more state-of-the-art
tools for looking up topics and learning about them, and for
marking down and saving areas of interest (with the exception of
not being able to name the highlighters yet).

Storage Media
!BCl comes on four CDs, DBal on three. Discounting the
one install and utility disk for both products, you end up with
three CDs on !B's product and two CDs on DB's product. mCl
has a lot more media-related material such as pictures. graphics.
maps, music , and so forth . They take a separate CD just for that.
DBGl. while not concentrating on the media-related items. offers
a much smoother means of transitioning between the CDs since
you need to change them. All the General Authorities and lOS
authors are on one CD, while the lOS periodicals and all the
"classics" are on the other. IBCl's scriptures and lOS topics are
on one CD, the media-related items on the second, and the classics
on the third . (With mCl, you do not have to install the indexes
for the classics and graphic items if you do not want to. DBal
gives you no choice.)
Bottom line: If you are going to be dipping into classics and
other nonspecific LOS matte r, you can navigate between disks
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more easily with the DB product. The IB product has more
tures, maps, and music.

PIC-

Special Features
One special feature in the OBGL, which is treated as a bonus
(regi stering the product activates the feature), is the lOS Quotation library. Thi s stand-alone application is very usefu l if you
want to see what General Authorities and others have said on a
variety of subjects. These are preexcerpted quotations arranged
for topical access by people you would probabl y feel quite comfortabl e referring to in a church talk or a report. It is a very ni ce
little product all by itself.
Bottom line: Both products have some nice extra features, but
this one in DBGl stands out as exceptional.
Features Needed or Missing
The "old" !BCl '97 gave the user the power of creating
pop-up links and hyperlink s from one place in the scriptures to
another. This was a very powerful feature. which neither IBCl nor
OBGL has. I am told that IBCl tried to put that feature in, but
there were reliability problems between it and the new Folio engine, I wa'\ also told that they think thi s is an important feature
and are aiming to restore it. I do not know what DB is planning to
do. Either package would be more powerfu l if this were included.
Bottom line: Here is an area where some very visible improvement cou ld be made.
Palm Pilot Users
If you are a Palm Pil ot user, take note that the IBeL product
does a much better job. IB gives you a separate, dedicated reader
application that runs on your Pilot. You can install from a fairly
large library of preformatted books (all the scriptures are included, plus man y books), and the Pilot reader application allows
you to navigate and search the material you have installed very
eas ily and intuitively. DBGL includes AportisDoc as a very nice
reader application for the Pil ot, but bringing over text from OBGl
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is not as easy as wilh IBe L ; also, Aporti sDoc does not let you
navigate nearly as easily as with the lBe L reader.
Bottom line: If you use a Palm Pilol, the package that IBeL
supp lies is so much better as to make comparison meaningless.

Conflicts with Other Software
As I write thi s (January 1999) DGBL still has one minor co nflict with WordPerfect. Inslalling n BGL puts a fil e (MFC32.dll) in
your Windows system directory that is a newer version than the
one WordPerfect (version 8) expects to see. The DBGL install
overwrites any previous version that was there. The newer fil e installed by DBGL effec tivel y disables the template function in
WordPerfect, as well as causing a few minor problems with the
Core l desktop applicat ion manager (DA D).
DBGL has a yet-newer version of MFC32.dll-which they
make available to any interested user (and may by now be shipping on the product CDs)-that corrects the problem with WordPerfect templates. As of this moment, however, there is still the
DA D conflict, but it is the on ly one I know of. I am sure DB will
have th is fi xed before long.

Personal Conclusions
There will be c hampi ons fo r both products. Notwithsta nding
the large amount of disk space required, I will run both produc ts
on my machines for now.
If I had to choose only one product, the c hoice would be very
diffi cult . I vaci llate back and forth , depending on what I am do in g
at the moment. I think I like muc h of DBGL bette r, but the price
you have to pay in lack of speed and in much less effi cient
searching is a big one. If DB can fig ure out how to make the ir
appl ication run faster (m made large improvements in their second re lease, and DB could fo llow suit) and put a hits counter In
their basic search function, then I think the nod would go to
DBGL.
Watching both of these products as they put out their next versions will be very enli ghtening. In Ihe meantime, I will continue 10
play with both.

